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Comparing New Keynesian Models of the Business Cycle: A
Bayesian Approach

1 Introduction

Dynamic general equilibrium models with nominal rigidities (�New Keynesian�models) have

become increasingly popular in the analysis of monetary policy. However, the baseline sticky

price model does not generate the persistence in in�ation, output, and real wages that we

observe in the data unless implausible levels of nominal rigidity are assumed.1 As a result,

several extensions to the baseline sticky price model have been considered to improve its

�t to the data. Despite these extensions, the existing literature lacks a formal comparison

between competing alternatives.

In this paper, we �ll this gap: we use a Bayesian approach to estimate and compare

the baseline sticky price model of Calvo (1983) and three extensions. The �rst extension

introduces price indexation to last period�s in�ation rate. Introducing price indexation results

in a lagged in�ation term in the price equation and, therefore, a better �t of in�ation

persistence. In the second extension, we add staggered wage contracts to the baseline sticky

price model as in Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000). As Galí and Gertler (1999) point out,

in a pure forward-looking model in�ation persistence is driven by the sluggish adjustment of

real marginal costs. Adding sticky nominal wages to the sticky price model delivers sticky

real wages. Since in�ation is a discounted stream of real marginal costs, dampening the real

marginal cost movement dampens in�ation �uctuation, generating more persistence. The

�nal extension adds wage indexation to Erceg, Henderson, and Levin�s (2000) model.

On the estimation side, we combine priors and the likelihood function to obtain the

posterior distribution of the structural parameters. We use the Kalman �lter to evaluate the

likelihood function of a log-linear approximation of the model and the Metropolis-Hastings

1For instance, Fuhrer and Moore (1995) show that a sticky wage model generates persistence in the price
level but not in the in�ation rate. Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2000) point out that models with nominal
rigidities do not generate enough persistence in output following a monetary shock.
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algorithm to draw from the posterior distribution. Then, we use the marginal likelihood to

compare the four models. In doing so, we are able to determine how much each additional

model extension helps in explaining the data, and we are able to compare the models.

An advantage of the marginal likelihood criterion is that it penalizes overparametrization.

Therefore, models with more rigidities do not necessarily rank better if the extra rigidity

does not help su¢ ciently in explaining the data.

Although we are not aware of any formal work comparing di¤erent New Keynesian

models, various approaches have been used to estimate the structural parameters of some

extensions of the baseline sticky price model. Galí and Gertler (1999) and Sbordone (2002)

used minimum distance methods to estimate price and/or wage-setting equations separately.

Kim (2000) and Ireland (2001) pursued maximum likelihood estimation in a general equilib-

rium framework. Rotemberg and Woodford (1997) and Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans

(2005) minimized the distance between a structural VAR and the models�predicted impulse

responses to a monetary shock. Finally, Smets and Wouters (2003) used a Bayesian approach

to estimate a New Keynesian model using a �synthetic�data set for the Euro area.

We view our paper as a complement to previous approaches. Like Kim (2000) and

Ireland (2001), we use a likelihood approach to estimate the structural parameters of the

model. Taken further, using a Bayesian approach, we can easily performmodel comparison of

models. Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans�(2005) approach allows a better understanding

of the models�implications for the transmission mechanism of monetary policy. However,

looking at the overall �t and comparing di¤erent alternatives is an imperative exercise to

evaluate the models�performance.

We take a Bayesian approach for several reasons. First, it takes advantage of the general

equilibrium approach. As discussed in Leeper and Zha (2000), estimation of reduced-form

equations or partial equilibrium models su¤ers from identi�cation problems. Second, it

outperforms GMM and maximum likelihood in small samples. Third, it does not rely on the

identi�cation scheme of the VAR but does follow the likelihood principle (see Berger and
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Wolpert, 1998). In addition, Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramírez (2004) show that,

even in the case of misspeci�ed models, Bayesian estimation and model comparison are

consistent.

The main results of this paper are as follows. First, adding price indexation to the

baseline sticky price model clearly improves the �t. This result holds because introducing

price indexation results in a lagged in�ation term in the price equation and therefore, it better

�ts in�ation persistence. Second, Erceg, Henderson, and Levin�s (2000) model dominates the

baseline sticky price model, even if we consider price indexation. This occurs because Erceg,

Henderson, and Levin�s (2000) model is better able to match the autocorrelation in the real

wage. Finally, adding wage indexation to Erceg, Henderson, and Levin�s (2000) model does

not substantially improve the �t to the data.

Other empirical results are as follows. First, all model estimates suggest a high degree

of price stickiness. Second, the estimates of the elasticity of labor supply are smaller in

models with staggered wage contracts. Third, none of the models match the degree of

autocorrelation in the nominal interest rate. Finally, the estimated in�ation parameters of

the Taylor rule are stable across models and in accord with prior studies.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the dynamics

of each model, with particular attention placed on the price- and wage-setting equations. In

section 3 we explain the data, the likelihood function, and the priors. In section 4 we present

and discuss the results, leaving section 5 for concluding remarks.

2 The Models

In this section we describe the four models. Our baseline model is a sticky price model as in

Calvo (1983) (BSP). We extend this baseline model in three di¤erent ways. First, we allow

for indexation in prices to last period�s in�ation rate (INDP). Second, in accordance with

Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000), we introduce staggered wage contracts (EHL). Finally,

we allow for both staggered wage contracts and indexation in wages to last period�s in�ation
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rate (INDW).

Since these four models are well known in the literature we detail only the equations

that describe the linear dynamics of each model. These equations are obtained by taking a

log-linear approximation of the �rst order conditions around the steady state. An accurate

description of the various models can be found in the appendix. Throughout the paper, the

lower-case variables denote log-deviations from the steady-state value.

The rest of section is organized as follows. First, we describe the set of equations that is

common to the four models. Next, we discuss the price- and wage-setting equations, which

are di¤erent for each model.

2.1 Common Equations

First, we have the Euler equation, which relates output growth with the real rate of interest

in the following way:

yt = Etyt+1 � �(rt � Et�pt+1 + Etgt+1 � gt); (1)

where yt denotes output, rt is the nominal interest rate, gt is the preference shifter shock,

pt is the price level, � is the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, � is the �rst di¤erence

operator, and Et is the conditional expectation operator with information up to time t.

The production and the real marginal cost of production functions are de�ned by:

yt = at + (1� �)nt and mct = wt � pt + nt � yt; (2)

where at is a technology shock, nt is the amount of hours worked, mct is the real marginal

cost, wt is the nominal wage, and � is the capital share of output.

The desired marginal rate of substitution (mrst) between consumption and hours takes

the form:

mrst =
1

�
yt + nt � gt; (3)

where  is the inverse elasticity of labor supply with respect to real wages.
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We use the following speci�cation for the Taylor rule:

rt = �rrt�1 + (1� �r)
�
��pt + yyt

�
+ zt; (4)

where � and y are the long-run responses of the monetary authority to deviations of in�a-

tion and output from their steady-state values, and zt is the monetary shock, to be de�ned

below. We include an interest rate smoothing parameter, �r, following recent empirical work

(as in Clarida, Galí, and Gertler, 2000).

In order to close the model, we link real wage growth, nominal wage growth, and price

in�ation in the following way:

wt � pt = wt�1 � pt�1 +�wt ��pt: (5)

We specify the shocks as:

at = �aat�1 + "at ;

gt = �ggt�1 + "gt ;

zt = "zt ; and

�t = "�t ;

where each innovation "it follows a normal (0; �
2
i ) distribution, for i = a; g; z; �, and innova-

tions are uncorrelated with each other.

Now, we discuss the price- and wage-setting equations, which are di¤erent across models.

2.2 Baseline Sticky Price Model (BSP)

The pricing decision of the �rm under the Calvo-type restriction delivers the following

forward-looking equation for price in�ation (�pt) :

�pt = �Et�pt+1 + �p(mct + �t); (6)

where �p = (1� �)(1� �p�)(1� �p)= f�p [1 + �(�"� 1)]g and �" = ��=(���1) is the steady-state

value of ".
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Equation (6) is the so-called New Keynesian Phillips curve, which relates current in�a-

tion to expectations of future in�ation, the real marginal cost, and the price-markup shock.

It denotes the forward-looking behavior of the �rms in response to the Calvo-type restriction.

Since wages are �exible, the usual condition that real wages equal the desired marginal

rate of substitution is satis�ed. Therefore

wt � pt = mrst (7)

holds.

2.3 Model with Sticky Prices and Price Indexation (INDP)

In this case, equation (6) is replaced by:

�pt = b�pt�1 + fEt�pt+1 + �0p(mct + �t); (6�)

where �0p = �p= (1 + !�), b = != (1 + !�), and f = �= (1 + !�), and ! is the degree of

price indexation to last period in�ation. The wage-setting equation remains the same (7).

2.4 Model with Sticky Prices and Wages (EHL)

In this case, both price and wage in�ation behave in a forward-looking way. The price

in�ation equation is given by (6). Introducing the Calvo-type wage restriction delivers the

following process for the nominal wage growth equation (�wt), replacing (7):

�wt = �Et�wt+1 + �w [mrst � (wt � pt)] ; (7�)

where �w = (1��w)(1���w)= [�w (1 + �)]. With staggered wage-setting, it no longer holds

that workers remain on their desired labor supply schedule all the time. Hence, the driving

force of current nominal wage growth is the expected nominal wage growth as well as the

distance between the desired marginal rate of substitution and the real wage.
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2.5 Model with Sticky Prices, Wages, andWage Indexation (INDW)

This model extends EHL. The nominal wage growth equation (7�) incorporates indexation:

�wt � ��pt�1 = �Et�wt+1 � ���pt + �w [mrst � (wt � pt)] ; (7�)

where � is the degree of wage indexation to last period in�ation.

3 Empirical Analysis

This section outlines how to draw from the posterior distribution of the models�structural

parameters and evaluate the marginal likelihood of the data implied by each model. First

we describe the data we want to explain. Second we write the likelihood function of the data

implied by each of the models. Third we describe the prior distribution of the parameters.

Finally, we brie�y explain how to draw from the posterior distribution.

3.1 The Data

We explain the joint behavior of price in�ation, real wages, interest rates, and output for

the United States at a quarterly frequency. The sample period is 1960:01 to 2001:04. The

series for output, prices, and wages come from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Let fdtgTt=1
represent the series of observables. We use �output for the nonfarm business sector�as a

measure of output and its associated price de�ator as a measure of prices. We use �hourly

compensation for the nonfarm business sector�as nominal wages. Finally, we use the federal

funds rate as the relevant instrument for monetary policy. This last series comes from the

FRED data base that uses as a source the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

We demean all variables and detrend the real wage and output series using a quadratic trend.

3.2 The Likelihood Function

Let  =
�
�; �p; �w; �; �; �; y; �; �r; �a; �g; �; ��; ; �a; �m; �g; ��

�0
be the vector of parameters

that describe preferences and technology of each model. We use standard solution methods
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to solve the system of equations (1)-(7). Then we write the solution in state-space form and

use the Kalman �lter to evaluate the likelihood of each of the models. Let L(fdtgTt=1 j ;m)

be the likelihood function of model m.

3.3 The Priors

Table 1 presents the prior distribution of the parameters. The inverse of the elasticity of

intertemporal substitution, ��1, follows a gamma distribution. This assumption implies a

positive support for ��1. Given our hyperparameters, we assume a prior mean of 2:5 and

a standard deviation of 1:76. We assume a gamma distribution for the average duration of

prices.2 Thus, the average duration of prices has a prior mean of 3 and a prior standard

deviation of 1:42. This assumption re�ects the informal evidence presented in Taylor (1999).

Regarding the Taylor rule coe¢ cients, because we do not impose nonnegativity restric-

tions, we assume normal distributions. We set the mean of � to 1:5 and that of y to 0:125,

which are Taylor�s original estimates.3 We assume a normal distribution for the inverse of

the elasticity of the labor supply, , centered at 1 and with a standard deviation of 0:5. The

interest rate smoothing coe¢ cient, �r, has a uniform prior between [0; 1). We choose prior

uniform distributions between [0; 1) for the autorregresive parameter of the technology and

preference shocks and for all standard deviations. We make this choice for two reasons: First,

we do not have strong prior information about the standard deviations of the innovations.

Second, lower values of estimated �� necessitate higher values of estimated �p to explain the

observed in�ation volatility. Since there is a negative relationship between �p and �p, higher

values of �p result in lower values of the estimated �p. Therefore, truncation of �� can result

in underestimation of �p. We want to preclude the underestimation of �p and be symmetric

on the prior assumptions for all four standard deviations; therefore, we opt for high prior

upper bounds on all four standard deviations.

2Since we need to keep the probability of the Calvo lottery between 0 and 1, we formulate the prior in
terms of the parameter 1= (1� �p)� 1.

3Taylor(1993) uses annual data, while we use quarterly data. Therefore, we multiply the prior mean of
y by four to compare it to Taylor�s results.
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In the BSP model, wages are �exible, and there is no price indexation. Therefore, we

set �w, �, and ! to zero. In the INDP model, while we maintain �w and � equal to zero,

we assume a prior uniform distribution between 0 and 1 for the price indexation parameter,

!. In the EHL model, we set the two indexation parameters, � and !, to zero, and we

establish a gamma distribution for the prior duration of wages with a mean of four quarters

and standard deviation of 1:71. We assume a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 for the

prior distribution of the wage indexation parameter, �. Finally, we limit the support of all

parameters to the region where the model has a unique, stable solution.4

We impose dogmatic priors over the parameters �, �, �, and ". The reasons are as

follows: First, because we do not consider capital, we have di¢ culty estimating � and �.

Second, there is an identi�cation problem between the probability of the Calvo lottery, �p,

and the mean of the price markup, ".5 Therefore, it is not possible to identify �p and " at the

same time. Similarly, this problem emerges between �w and �. The values we use (� = 0:99,

� = 0:36, � = 6 and " = 6) are quite conventional in the literature.

3.4 Drawing from the Posterior and Model Comparison

Let M = fBSP; INDP;EHL; INDWg be the set of models that we wish to compare and

letm 2M . In the Bayesian approach, the main parameter estimation tool is the parameters�

posterior distribution of model m given the data, p( j fdtgTt=1 ;m), while the main model

comparison apparatus is the marginal likelihood of model m, L
�
fdtgTt=1 jm

�
.

The posterior distribution is proportional to the product of the likelihood function and

the prior. Given our priors and the likelihood functions implied by the models, we are not

able to obtain a closed-form solution for the posterior distributions. However, we are able

to evaluate both expressions numerically. Therefore, we use the random walk Metropolis-

Hastings algorithm to obtain 2,000,000 draws from each model�s posterior distribution. We

use the draws to estimate the moments of the posterior distributions. The marginal like-

4We use an appropriate normalizing constant to ensure that the prior is a proper density.
5The slope of the Phillips curve, �p, is the only equation containing �" and �p.
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lihood equals to the integral of the likelihood function across the parameter space using

the prior as the weighting function. We are not able to obtain the marginal likelihood�s

closed-form; therefore, we follow Geweke (1998) to estimate it. As shown in Fernández-

Villaverde and Rubio-Ramírez (2004), if m� 2 M is the best model under the Kullback-

Leibler distance, then for any other model n 2 M , the Bayes factor of model n over model

m, L
�
fdtgTt=1 jn

�
=L
�
fdtgTt=1 jm�

�
, converges to zero as T increases. Hence, we focus on

the Bayes factor as a tool to determine which model best explains the joint behavior of our

four variables. We provide a more careful description of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm

and Geweke�s (1998) procedure in the appendix.

4 Findings

In this section we present our �ndings. First, we present our posterior moments estimates

for each of the four models. Second, we display the estimates of the marginal likelihood for

each of the models. Third, in order to check the robustness of our results, we recompute

the posterior moments estimates and the marginal likelihoods using 1982:04 to 2001:04 data.

Finally, we analyze the persistence that each of the models generates and compare the results

with the persistence observed in the data.

4.1 Posterior Distributions and Moments

The last four columns of Table 1 present the mean and the standard deviation of the posterior

distributions of the parameters for the four models. The fourth column of Table 1 presents the

estimates for the BSP model. The posterior mean of the average duration of price contracts

is 4:49 quarters, which, by any standard, does not imply a too-long price duration.6 In the

BSP model, wages are �exible all periods, so we �x the parameter on wage duration to be

one. For the coe¢ cients of the Taylor rule, the coe¢ cient on in�ation is close to one, with a

6Our results depend on the values of � and ". However, for a reasonable range of values, the average
duration of prices does not change signi�cantly.
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small posterior standard deviation. We �nd a coe¢ cient on the output gap and the interest

rate smoothing parameter similar to those reported by Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2000).

The �fth column of Table 1 reports the results of the INDP model. In this case, we

see that the coe¢ cient on price indexation is high, with a posterior mean value close to

0:76: The average duration of price contracts increases to 6:07 quarters. Note that this

result does not imply a rejection of the forward-looking nature of price in�ation versus a

pure backward-looking speci�cation of in�ation. In order to obtain pure backward-looking

behavior in this model, we would need to estimate high indexation and price �exibility.

Clearly, the two conditions are not jointly met. When looking at the reduced-form values

that result from our estimates, we obtain coe¢ cients close to one-half for both the forward-

and the backward-looking component of in�ation. Hence, the parameter estimates favor a

hybrid speci�cation for price in�ation. The estimates of the Taylor rule for the INDP model

are similar to those for the BSP model.

We present the estimates of the EHL model in the sixth column of Table 1. The

estimated average duration of price contracts is 4:37 quarters, similar to that estimated

under BSP. A surprising result is the low estimated average duration of wage contracts.

We obtain an average duration of less than three quarters (the point estimate is 2:72).

Given our priors, we expected wages �xed for longer periods of time than prices.7 However,

we should stress that wage �exibility is rejected, as indicated from the posterior standard

deviation of the wage duration parameter. The estimated output gap and lagged interest

rate coe¢ cients on the Taylor rule di¤er from those estimated for the models with �exible

wages. Both coe¢ cients are higher. On the other hand, the estimated coe¢ cient on in�ation

remains close to one. The last column of Table 1 presents the estimates of the INDW model.

The parameter of wage indexation is 0:25. The estimated price and wage durations are

lower (4:18 and 2:31, respectively) than in the EHL model. The parameters estimated for

7There are interactions between � and the duration of wage contracts. It is di¢ cult to obtain a higher
duration of wage contracts for reasonable values of �. Similarly, Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005)
�nd an average duration of wage contracts of three quarters.
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the Taylor rule are similar to those estimated for EHL.

The remainder of the estimated parameters are as follows. For the elasticity of intertem-

poral substitution, �, we obtain estimates that range between 0:12 and 0:15. These values

are similar to those usually reported in the literature, as for instance, in De Jong, Ingram

and Whiteman (2000) and Basu and Kimball (2000).8 The estimates of the elasticity of

labor supply, �1, are smaller in models with staggered wage contracts (and closer to values

suggested in studies using micro data. See Altonji , 1986). We estimate values of  close to

0:5 for the models with �exible wages (BSP and INDP) and close to 2 for the models with

staggered wage contracts (EHL and INDW).9 When wages are �exible the marginal rate of

substitution between consumption and labor equals the real wage. Therefore, large values

of this elasticity are needed to match the observed real wage �uctuations. In a setting with

staggered price and wage the marginal rate of substitution does not need to be equal to

the real wage. Hence, it is not necessary to rely on high estimates of the elasticity of labor

supply in order to match the data. In all four models we obtain high correlation coe¢ cients

for the technology and preference-shifter shocks.

The estimated posterior mean for �� is always larger than 25% (being 52:94% in the

case of the INDP model). This result is important for two reasons. First, it shows that

these models imply a large estimated volatility of price markups. Second, it justi�es the

choice of a higher upper bound on the prior distribution of �� relative to the other standard

deviations. As a comparison, all other standard deviation estimates are lower than 12%.

Also, the estimated posterior mean for �� for EHL and INDW is lower than the estimated

value for BSP and INDP. We believe that this di¤erence re�ects higher endogenous in�ation

persistence in models with any type of wage rigidity.

Therefore, we reach the following conclusions. First, data clearly provide support for an

average duration of price contracts between four and seven quarters and a average duration

8Methods that minimize the distance between model-based and VAR impulse responses rely on higher
values for �. See, for instance, Rotemberg and Woodford (1997).

9We do not obtain the downward-sloping labor supply schedule of Sbordone (2002).
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of wage contracts of less than three quarters. Second, price indexation is more important

than wage indexation. Third, the estimated Taylor rule coe¢ cients for in�ation remain

stable across models and very close to one. Finally, the estimates of the elasticity of labor

supply, �1, are smaller in models with sticky wages

4.2 Model Comparison

Which model explains the behavior of our data set best? The last row of Table 1 reports the

di¤erence between the log marginal likelihood of each model with respect to log marginal

likelihood of BSP.10 We reach three main conclusions. First, the Bayes factor clearly favors

INDW and EHL over BSP and INDP; i.e., the data favor models with both price and

wage stickiness over models with only price rigidities. As we explain in section 4.4 below,

models with price and wage stickiness are able to match the autocorrelation in the real

wage more closely. Second, the log marginal likelihood di¤erence between INDP and BSP

is large. Hence, the data favor price indexation. Introducing price indexation results in a

lagged in�ation term in the price equation and, therefore, a better �t of in�ation persistence.

Third, the log marginal likelihood di¤erence between INDW and EHL is less than three. As

suggested by Je¤reys (1961) this di¤erence can NOT be accepted as decisive evidence in

favor of one model over the other. Therefore, adding wage indexation to price and wage

stickiness does not improve the ability of the model to explain the data.

The log marginal likelihood di¤erence between INDP and BSP is 64:20. This result

suggests that in order to choose BSP over INDP, we need a prior probability over BSP

7:6�1027 (= exp(64:20)) times larger than our prior probability over INDP. We believe that

this factor is too large; therefore, we conclude that price indexation improves the baseline

sticky price model considerably.

How does the inclusion of sticky wages to the baseline sticky price model compare to

the inclusion of price indexation? The log marginal likelihood di¤erence between EHL and

INDP is 82:7. This result implies that in order to choose INDP over EHL, we need a prior

10Since we are only interested in ranking the models, the relative log marginal likelihood is su¢ cient.
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probability over INDP 8:3 � 1035 times larger than our prior over EHL in order reject the

fact that adding sticky wages improves the model. Since this is a similar factor to our BSP

to INDP factor, we conclude that EHL outperforms INDP.

How much does wage indexation add to EHL? In this case we would only need to have

a prior probability over EHL 14:3 (= exp(2:66)) times larger that our prior over INDW in

order to choose EHL. Since this factor is not as large as the one reported before, we conclude

that wage indexation does not improve the ability of the EHL model to explain the data.

It is natural to ask why a richer model (INDW) does NOT rank better than a simpler

model (EHL). The reason is simple: richer models have many more hyperparameters, and

the Bayes factor discriminates against these. This �build-in�Ockham�s razor is a �nal and

attractive feature of the Bayes factor that embodies a strong preference for parsimonious

modeling.

4.3 Using a More Appropriate Sample for the Taylor Rule

A strong feature of the estimates presented in Table 1 is that the estimated coe¢ cient on

the reaction of the Taylor rule to price in�ation is extremely close to one. Since we require

a Taylor rule that induces a unique and stationary solution, values for this parameter that

are less than one are ruled out by our priors. In this subsection we discuss the results of

reducing our sample period to starting in 1982:04. This choice re�ects the fact that the Fed

shifted its operating procedure at that time toward using a target for the federal funds rate

(see Clarida, Galí, and Gertler, 2000; and Bernanke and Mihov, 1998).

The results of the new estimates are presented in Table 2. The main di¤erences with

respect to the full sample estimates are: (i) the parameter on the reaction of the Taylor rule

to price in�ation is estimated to be higher �in the range of 1:3 to 1:5; (ii) the parameter on

the reaction of the Taylor rule to the output gap is also estimated to be higher �in the range

of 0:25 to 0:53; (iii) The coe¢ cient on price indexation decreases to 0:54; (iv) the degree

of wage indexation increases to 0:28; and (v) the average duration of both price and wage

contracts increases slightly.
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The remaining parameters of the models do not change signi�cantly from what we es-

timated using the full sample. We estimate smaller standard deviations for productivity,

money and preference shocks, re�ecting the signi�cantly lower volatility of the macro vari-

ables during this period. Finally, we obtain the same qualitative results regarding the use of

the marginal likelihood to determine which model explains the data best.

4.4 Persistence

An important shortcoming of the baseline sticky price model is its inability to generate

enough persistence in the endogenous variables when facing exogenous shocks. In Figures 1

to 3, we compare the implied autocorrelation functions of output, price in�ation, real wages,

and nominal interest rates of the BSP, INDP, and EHL models compared to U.S. data for

the period 1960:01 to 2001:04.11 We present the posterior mean and bands of two posterior

standard deviations for each autocorrelation function.

In Figure 1 we present the autocorrelation functions of the BSP model. Overall, the

following picture emerges. It is not possible to match the autocorrelation function of real

wages and the nominal interest rate; however, the autocorrelation functions of in�ation and

output match closely to the data. In Figure 2 the autocorrelation functions are shown for

the INDP model. The �t improves greatly for the behavior of in�ation persistence. Hence,

price indexation is important in order to explain in�ation persistence. However, the model

still does not explain the observed autocorrelation of real wages and the nominal interest

rate.

In Figure 3 we present the implied persistence of the EHL model. In this case we observe

less robust results with respect to the INDP model in matching the persistence of price

in�ation. We have to keep in mind that the EHL model preserves the pure forward-looking

behavior of the price- and wage-setting equations, while INDP relies on lagged in�ation.

Meanwhile, the implied persistence of the real wage greatly increases closer to the observed

one. Hence, in order to explain in�ation and real wage persistence we need models with both

11The autocorrelation functions of INDW look very much like those of EHL, so they are not reported.
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staggered price and staggered wage contracts. Finally, this model is still not able to match

the observed persistence in the nominal interest rate.

Hence, we conclude that: (i) adding price indexation to the baseline sticky price model

helps to explain the persistence of price in�ation, but it does not help to explain the persis-

tence of real wages; (ii) in order to match the persistence of real wages, we need to consider

both staggered price and staggered wage contracts; and (iii) none of the considered models

can match the observed nominal interest rate autocorrelation function.

It is important to note on the convenience of the marginal likelihood to compare models.

In order to discriminate among models using model-based and observed autocorrelations, we

would need to specify (i) a distance to measure the di¤erence between estimated and observed

autocorrelations and (ii) a loss function that would determine which autocorrelations, and

which lags, are the most important to match. The marginal likelihood criterion solves these

two problems for us. A gratifying result is that the model that obtains the highest marginal

likelihood, EHL, seems to match the data best.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we use a Bayesian approach to estimate and compare the baseline sticky

price model of Calvo (1983) and three extensions. We �nd that: (i) adding price indexation

to the baseline sticky price model clearly improves the �t; (ii) models with both price and

wage staggered contracts dominate models with only price rigidities; (iii) all model estimates

suggest a high degree of price stickiness; (iv) the estimates of the elasticity of labor supply

are smaller in models with wages rigidities; (v) none of the models matches the degree of

autocorrelation in the nominal interest rate; and (vi) the estimated in�ation parameters of

the Taylor rule are stable across models.

We restrict ourselves to estimate simple models that are used in the analysis of monetary

policy. In future research, it would be interesting to incorporate factors of interest for poli-

cymakers including: (i) capital accumulation and investment rigidities; (ii) an explicit credit
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channel; (iii) other types of labor market rigidities; and (iv) exchange rates, international

trade, and other open economy aspects.

Finally, the marginal likelihood is a useful model comparison device and we show how

to use numerical algorithms to perform such an exercise in a Bayesian framework.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Description of the Models

ts in the spirit of Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987). All four models consist of: (i) a continuum

of in�nitely lived households, indexed by j 2 [0; 1], each of them selling a type of labor that is

an imperfect substitute for the other types; (ii) a continuum of intermediate good producers,

indexed by i 2 [0; 1], each producing a speci�c good that is an imperfect substitute for the

other goods; and (iii) a continuum of competitive �nal good producers.

In every period the economies experience one of �nitely many events, st: We denote

the history of events up to time t by ht = fs0; s1; ::::stg. Let � (ht+� ) be the probability of

event ht+� . The initial realization, s0, is given. Four types of exogenous shocks are consid-

ered: a technology shock, a monetary shock, a preference shock, and a price markup shock.

Households have access to complete markets. Therefore, we can abstract from distributional

issues.

Our baseline model assumes that intermediate good producers face restrictions in the

price-setting process, as in Calvo (1983). We extend this baseline model in three di¤erent

ways. First, we allow for indexation in prices to last period�s in�ation rate. Second, we

introduce staggered wage contracts, in the spirit of Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000).

Finally, we allow for both staggered wage contracts and indexation in wages to last period�s

in�ation rate.

6.1.1 The Baseline Sticky Price Model

Preferences and Technology Household j maximizes the following lifetime utility func-

tion, which is separable in consumption, hours worked, real money balance holdings, and

time
1X
t=0

X
ht

�t�(ht)

"
G(ht)C(ht; j)

1� 1
�

1� 1
�

+
�

1� �

M(ht; j)

P (ht)

1��
� N(ht; j)

1+

1 + 

#
; (8)

where 0 < � < 1 is the discount factor, � > 0 is the elasticity of intertemporal substitution,

� > 1 is the elasticity of money holdings, and  > 0 is the inverse of the elasticity of labor
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supply with respect to real wages. C(ht; j) denotes the consumption of the �nal good, and

M(ht; j)=P (ht) denotes holdings of real balances by household j. P (ht) is the price of the

�nal good. N(ht; j) is total hours worked by household j. The constant � > 0 measures

the importance of real money balances in the utility function. G(ht) is a preference-shifter

shock that a¤ects the marginal utility of consumption.12

Household j�s resource constraint is given by

P (ht)C(ht; j) +M(ht; j)�M(ht�1; j) +
1X
�=1

X
ht+� jht

Q(ht+� jht)D(ht+� ; j)+ (9)

B(t+ 1; j)

R(ht)
= W (ht; j)N(ht; j) + �(ht; j) + T (ht; j) +D(ht; j) +B(t; j);

where �(ht; j) is a portion of �rms�pro�ts, since households own �rms, and T (ht; j) are

nominal transfers from (or lump-sum taxes paid to) the government. D(ht+� ; j) denotes

holdings of a bond that pays one dollar at time t+ � if event ht+� occurs and zero otherwise.

Its associated price is Q(ht+� jht). B(t+1; j) denotes holdings of an uncontingent bond that

pays one dollar at time t+1. Its associated price is the inverse of the gross nominal interest

rate, 1
R(ht)

. W (ht; j) is the hourly nominal wage.

Intermediate goods are produced using the following production function

Y (ht; i) = A(ht) �K
�

8<:
�Z 1

0

N(ht; i; j)
��1
� dj

� �
��1

9=;
1��

: (10)

A(ht) is a technology factor, which is common to the whole economy. N(ht; i; j) is the amount

of hours of type j labor used by intermediate good producer i. � > 1 is the elasticity of

substitution between di¤erent types of labor, and 0 > � > 1 is the capital share of output.

The production function is concave in the labor aggregate, and we assume that capital is

�xed in the short run at a level �K.

The �nal good is produced using intermediate goods with the following production

function

Y (ht) =

�Z 1

0

Y (ht; i)
"(ht)�1
"(ht) di

� "(ht)
"(ht)�1

; (11)

12For convenience, we de�ne the processes followed by all shocks in section 3.
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where "(ht) > 1 is the elasticity of substitution between intermediate goods. The price

markup is �(ht) = "(ht)= ("(ht)� 1). This parameter re�ects a time-varying price markup.

The Final Good Producers Problem Final good producers are competitive and max-

imize pro�ts subject to the production function (11), taking as given all intermediate goods

prices P (ht; i) and P (ht). The input demand functions associated with this problem are

Y (ht; i) =

�
P (ht; i)

P (ht)

��"(ht)
Y (ht) 8i;

The zero pro�t condition delivers the following expression for the price of the �nal good

P (ht) =

�Z 1

0

P (ht; i)
1�"(ht)di

� 1
1�"(ht)

: (12)

The Intermediate Good Producers Problem and Price-Setting Intermediate good

producers operate in a monopolistic competition environment. Hence, they maximize pro�ts

taking as given all prices and wages but their own price. The pro�t maximization problem

of the intermediate good producers is divided into two stages: In the �rst stage, given all

wages, �rms choose fN(ht; i; j)gj2[0;1] to obtain the optimal labor mix. Hence, the demand

of producer i for type of labor j is

N(ht; i; j) =

�
W (ht; j)

W (ht)

��� �
Y (ht; i)

A(ht)

� 1
1��

8j; (13)

where the aggregate wage W (ht) is expressed as

W (ht) =

�Z 1

0

W (ht; j)
1��dj

� 1
1��

: (14)

In the second stage, intermediate good producers set their prices facing a Calvo-type re-

striction. They can reset their price only when they receive a stochastic signal to do so.

This signal is received with probability 1� �p and is independent across intermediate good

producers and past history of signals. This assumption implies that, on average, �rms keep

their prices �xed for 1=(1� �p) periods.
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Whenever each intermediate good producer receives the �green light�signal, she chooses

the optimal price that maximizes the present valued pro�t. Hence, the optimal price P �(ht; i)

solves

1X
�=0

X
ht+� jht

��pQ(ht+� jht)
��

P �(ht; i)

P (ht+� )
� �(ht)MC(ht+� ; i)

�
Y (ht+� ; i)

�
= 0; (15)

where

Y (ht+� ; i) =

�
P �(ht; i)

P (ht+� )

��"(ht)
Y (ht+� )

and

MC(ht+� ; i) =
W (ht+� )

h
Y (ht+� ;i)
A(ht+� )

i �
1��

(1� �)P (ht+� )
: (16)

Thus, in every period, 1� �p of the intermediate good producers set P �(ht; i) as their price

policy function, while the remaining �p do not reset their price at all. In the symmetric

equilibrium, the price of the �nal good evolves as

P (ht) =
�
�pP (ht�1)

1�"(ht) + (1� �p)P
�(ht)

1�"(ht)
� 1
1�"(ht) (17)

The Households Problem and Wage-Setting Every household chooses fC(ht+� ; j);

D(ht+� ; j); B(t + � + 1; j); M(ht+� ; j)=P (ht+� ); and W (ht+� ; j)g8�;8h� , to maximize their

utility function (8), subject to their budget constraint (9) and the demand they face for

their type of labor (13). Initially, we assume that households also have market power but

wages are �exible.

The �rst-order conditions of their problem are

G(ht)C(ht; j)
� 1
� = �

X
ht+1jht

�(ht+1jht)fG(ht+1)C(ht+1; j)�
1
� [R(ht)

P (ht)

P (ht+1)
]g; (18)

G(ht)C(ht)
� 1
�
W (ht; j)

P (ht)
= #N(ht; j)

; (19)

Q(ht+� jht) = ��� (ht+� jht)
G(ht+� )C(ht+� ; j)

� 1
�

G(ht)C(ht; j)
� 1
�

P (ht)

P (ht+� )
; � = 0; 1; 2::::;
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where � (ht+� jht) = �(ht+� )=�(ht) is the conditional probability of ht+� given ht: # = �=(��

1) is the steady-state markup of real wages on the marginal rate of substitution between

consumption and labor.

The Government The government cannot run de�cits or surpluses, so its budget con-

straint is Z 1

0

T (ht; j)dj =M(ht)�M(ht�1);

whereM(ht) is money creation. As suggested by Taylor (1993), we assume that the monetary

authority conducts monetary policy using the nominal interest rate.

6.1.2 Three Extensions

Sticky Prices with Price Indexation As in Smets and Wouters (2003), we introduce

some exogenous inertia in the in�ation rate by assuming that there is partial indexation to

last period�s in�ation rate, �(ht�1) = P (ht�1)=P (ht�2).13 Hence, the optimal price P �(ht; i)

solves

1X
�=0

X
ht+� jht

��pQ(ht+� jht)
��

P �(ht; i)

P (ht+� )

�
P (ht+��1)

P (ht�1)

�!
� �(ht)MC(ht+� ; i)

�
Y (ht+� ; i)

�
= 0;

(8�)

where ! is the indexation degree in price-setting, and

Y (ht+� ; i) =

24P �(ht; i)
h
P (ht+��1)
P (ht�1)

i!
P (ht+� )

35�"(ht) Y (ht+� ):
Thus, in every period, 1 � �p of the intermediate goods producers set P �(ht) as their price

policy function, while the remaining �p change their price according to the partial indexation

mechanism. In the symmetric equilibrium the aggregate price level evolves as

13Galí and Gertler (1999) and Galí, Gertler, and López-Salido (2000) introduce rule of thumb behavior
on the side of price setters. Such behavior allows them to extend the Phillips Curve with a term involving
lagged in�ation.
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P (ht) =

(
�p

�
P (ht�1)

�
P (ht�1)

P (ht�2)

�!�1�"(ht)
+ (1� �p)P

�(ht)
1�"(ht)

) 1
1�"(ht)

: (10�)

Sticky Prices and Wages The second extension we consider from the baseline sticky

price model is the introduction of sticky wages, as in Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000).

The intermediate good problem remains unchanged with respect to section 6.1.1. Parallel to

the intermediate good producers, households face a Calvo-type restriction and can only reset

their wage with probability (1 � �w) every period. The average duration of wage contracts

is therefore 1=(1 � �w). With staggered wage contracts, the labor supply schedule is given

by the following �rst-order condition

1X
�=0

X
ht+� jht

(��w)
��(ht+� jht)

��
G(ht+� )C(ht+� )

� 1
�
W �(ht; j)

P (ht+� )
� #N(ht+� ; j)



�
N(ht+� ; j)

�
= 0

(12�)

instead of equation (19), where

N(ht+� ; j) =

�
W �(ht; j)

W (ht+� )

��� Z 1

0

�
Y (ht+� ; i)

A(ht+� )

� 1
1��

di

is the demand at t+ � ; assuming that the wage set optimally at t still holds. With staggered

wage-setting, agents are no longer on their labor supply schedules. Hence, they try to

minimize the expected distance of marginal bene�ts and costs of supplying labor, taking

into account the probability of not being able to reset their wages in the near future.

Thus, in every period, 1 � �w of the intermediate good producers set W �(ht) as their

wage policy function, while the remaining �w do not reset their nominal wage at all. In the

symmetric equilibrium, the nominal wage index evolves as follows

W (ht) =
�
�wW (ht�1)

1�� + (1� �w)W
�(ht)

1��� 1
1�� : (7�)
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Sticky Prices and Wages with Wage Indexation This model is identical to the one

presented in section 6.1.2 but with the introduction of indexation in wages. In particular,

we assume a degree � of partial indexation to last period�s in�ation rate. By doing so we

explore whether wage indexation is a good persistence candidate for price in�ation through

its e¤ect on real marginal costs.

In this case, the �rst-order condition that re�ects labor supply is

1X
�=0

X
ht+� jht

(��w)
��(ht+� jht)

("
G(ht+� )C(ht+� )

� 1
�

fW �(ht; j)

P (ht+� )
� #N(ht+� ; j)



#
N(ht+� ; j)

)
= 0;

(12�)

wherefW �(ht; j) =W �(ht; j) [P (ht+��1)=P (ht�1)]
� is the optimal wage partially adjusted for

in�ation. Thus, in every period, 1 � �w of the intermediate good producers set W �(ht) as

their wage policy function, while the remaining �w partially adjust their wage according to

last period�s price in�ation rate. The evolution of the wage level is

W (ht) =

(
�w

�
W (ht�1)

�
P (ht�1)

P (ht�2)

���1��
+ (1� �w)W

�(ht)
1��

) 1
1��

: (7�)

6.2 The Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm

Let us denote the prior distribution of the parameters of model m 2M by �( ;m). In order

to obtain a draw of size N from the posterior distribution of model m 2M , fb igNi=1, we use
the following algorithm:

Step 0, Initialization: Set i 0 and an initial b 0. Set i i+ 1:

Step 1, Proposal draw: Get a proposal draw  �i =
b i�1+"i, where "i � N (0;�").

Step 2, Evaluating the proposal: Evaluate � ( �i ;m) and L(fdtgTt=1 j 
�
i ;m).

Step 3, Accept/Reject: Draw �i � U (0; 1). If �i �
L(fdtgTt=1j �i ;m)�( �i ;m)

L(fdtgTt=1jb i�1;m)�(b i�1;m) setb i =  �i, otherwise b i =  i�1. If i < N set i i+1 and go to step 1. Otherwise

stop.
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6.3 Obtaining the Marginal Likelihood

For each model m 2 M , given a draw fb igNi=1, we build the marginal likelihood as follows.
Gelfand and Dey (1994) note that for any km-dimensional probability density, g(:), with

support contained in 	,

E

�
g( )

L(fdtgTt=1j ;m)�( ;m)
jfdtgTt=1;m

�
= L

�
fdtgTt=1 jm

��1
:

Using our draw, we can compute

L
�
fdtgTt=1 jm

��1
=
1

N

NX
i=1

�
g( i)

L(fdtgTt=1j i;m)�( i;m)

�
:

As a choice of g(:), we modify Geweke�s (1998) proposal. First, de�ne

�N =
1

N

NX
i=1

( i � � N)( i � � N)0;

� N =
1

N

NX
i=1

 i:

Then, for a given p 2 (0; 1); de�ne the set

	M = f i : ( i � � N) (�N)
�1 ( i � � N) � �21�p(km)g;

where �21�p(:) is a chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of

parameters in b i, km. Note that we are taking into account the fact that the number of
estimated parameters can be di¤erent for each model. Letting I	\	M (:) be the indicator

function of a vector of parameters belonging to the intersection 	 \ 	M , we can take a

truncated multivariate normal as our g(:) function:

g( ) =
1

p̂(2�)
k
2

j�N j
1
2 exp[�0:5�N ]I	\	M (	);

�N = ( i � � N) (�N)
�1 ( i � � N);
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where p̂ is an appropriate normalizing constant. With this choice, if the posterior density is

uniformly bounded away from zero on every compact set of	, our computation approximates

the likelihood function. With the output of the Markov chain Monte Carlo, we use the

computed values of L(fdtgTt=1j i;m)�( i;m) and �nd its harmonic mean using the function

g as a weight.
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Table 1: Prior and Posterior Distributions for the Parameters
Prior Distribution Posterior Distribution

BSP INDP EHL INDW
Mean
(Std)

Mean
(Std)

Mean
(Std)

Mean
(Std)

Mean
(Std)

1
1��p gamma(2; 1) + 1 3:00

(1:42)
4:49
(0:43)

6:07
(0:14)

4:37
(0:35)

4:18
(0:22)

1
1��w gamma(3; 1) + 1 4:00

(1:71)
1
(�)

1
(�)

2:72
(0:27)

2:31
(0:17)

! uniform[0; 1) 0:5
(0:28)

�
(�)

0:76
(0:06)

�
(�)

�
(�)

� uniform[0; 1) 0:5
(0:28)

�
(�)

�
(�)

�
(�)

0:25
(0:07)

� normal(1:5; 0:25) 1:5
(0:25)

1:02
(0:02)

1:08
(0:04)

1:08
(0:09)

1:13
(0:12)

y normal(0:125; 0:125) 0:125
(0:125)

0:10
(0:03)

0:09
(0:03)

0:26
(0:06)

0:27
(0:06)

�r uniform[0; 1) 0:5
(0:28)

0:46
(0:04)

0:39
(0:05)

0:74
(0:02)

0:78
(0:02)

��1 gamma(2; 1:25) 2:5
(1:76)

6:67
(3:30)

8:33
(2:20)

8:33
(2:50)

7:69
(2:20)

 normal(1; 0:5) 1:0
(0:5)

0:46
(0:09)

0:49
(0:10)

1:74
(0:29)

2:22
(0:33)

�a uniform[0; 1) 0:5
(0:28)

0:85
(0:03)

0:83
(0:03)

0:74
(0:05)

0:73
(0:05)

�g uniform[0; 1) 0:5
(0:28)

0:80
(0:03)

0:85
(0:03)

0:82
(0:03)

0:82
(0:03)

�a(%) uniform[0; 1) 50:0
(28:0)

1:15
(0:23)

1:15
(0:23)

3:88
(1:09)

3:79
(0:89)

�m(%) uniform[0; 1) 50:0
(28:0)

0:43
(0:03)

0:47
(0:04)

0:33
(0:02)

0:34
(0:02)

��(%) uniform[0; 1) 50:0
(28:0)

40:82
(8:42)

52:94
(5:62)

31:67
(5:32)

25:56
(2:41)

�g(%) uniform[0; 1) 50:0
(28:0)

8:46
(2:08)

10:40
(2:47)

11:88
(3:28)

10:73
(2:10)

log(L̂) � 64:20 146:91 149:57
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Table 2: Prior and Posterior Distributions for the Parameters.

(Sample period 1982:04 to 2001:04)

Prior Distribution Posterior Distribution
BSP INDP EHL INDW

Mean
(Std)

Mean
(Std)

Mean
(Std)

Mean
(Std)

Mean
(Std)

1
1��p gamma(2; 1) + 1 3:00

(1:42)
7:71
(0:47)

7:58
(0:53)

6:20
(0:80)

6:39
(1:03)

1
1��w gamma(3; 1) + 1 4:00

(1:71)
1
(�)

1
(�)

2:37
(0:39)

2:50
(0:54)

! uniform[0; 1) 0:5
(0:28)

�
(�)

0:54
(0:09)

�
(�)

�
(�)

� uniform[0; 1) 0:5
(0:28)

�
(�)

�
(�)

�
(�)

0:28
(0:08)

� normal(1:5; 0:25) 1:5
(0:25)

1:33
(0:15)

1:40
(0:14)

1:39
(0:17)

1:42
(0:17)

y normal(0:125; 0:125) 0:125
(0:125)

0:27
(0:05)

0:25
(0:05)

0:53
(0:12)

0:53
(0:13)

�r uniform[0; 1) 0:5
(0:28)

0:64
(0:04)

0:61
(0:04)

0:75
(0:03)

0:76
(0:03)

��1 gamma(2; 1:25) 2:5
(1:76)

5:26
(2:30)

6:67
(2:10)

4:55
(2:80)

5:26
(2:20)

 normal(1; 0:5) 1:0
(0:5)

0:80
(0:19)

0:89
(0:24)

1:68
(0:40)

1:64
(0:38)

�a uniform[0; 1) 0:5
(0:28)

0:92
(0:02)

0:88
(0:02)

0:83
(0:04)

0:82
(0:04)

�g uniform[0; 1) 0:5
(0:28)

0:67
(0:16)

0:65
(0:16)

4:10
(2:02)

5:19
(3:10)

�a(%) uniform[0; 1) 50:0
(28:0)

1:15
(0:23)

1:15
(0:23)

3:88
(1:09)

3:79
(0:89)

�m(%) uniform[0; 1) 50:0
(28:0)

0:20
(0:02)

0:20
(0:02)

0:18
(0:02)

0:18
(0:02)

��(%) uniform[0; 1) 50:0
(28:0)

55:56
(5:51)

44:71
(5:15)

40:49
(10:50)

42:13
(13:87)

�g(%) uniform[0; 1) 50:0
(28:0)

5:38
(0:16)

6:47
(0:19)

5:94
(2:31)

6:47
(2:56)

log(L̂) � 13:41 32:94 34:56
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Figure 1: Autocorrelations, BSP Model 
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Circle=Mean Posterior, Dashed Lines=+/-2 Std. Dev Posterior, Solid Line = US Data 



  

Figure 2: Autocorrelations, INDP Model 
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Circle=Mean Posterior, Dashed Lines=+/-2 Std. Dev Posterior, Solid Line = US Data 
 



  

Figure 3: Autocorrelations, EHL model 
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Circle=Mean Posterior, Dashed Lines=+/-2 Std. Dev Posterior, Solid Line = US Data 
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